PowerPoint Is Not Evil: Redesigning Slides for Better Student Learning
David Howard, Biology

Example 1
Student Learning Goal:
We have directly witnessed evolution in living animals

Abstract
PowerPoint and similar presentation software are often
automatically criticized as ineffective teaching and learning
methods. While this criticism may be accurate when
traditional bullet lists and large tracts of text are used, some
simple redesign principles can help students construct
learning. Lecture slides were redesigned in General Biology,
BIO 105 using some simple SOTL principles such as
reducing cognitive load, reorganizing material to signal
meaning, spatial contiguity of images and text, and using
both visual and verbal registers. Examples of the original
and redesigned slides will be presented with explanations of
the teaching and learning principles that were considered in
the redesign.

Original Slides

New Slides

√ Use Visual Registers More
Original slide one had large amount of text. Images and graphics were used to convey information instead.

√ Decrease Writing to Decrease Cognitive Load
Did so with slide 1 and slide 2 of original. Slide 2 in original converted to slide 3 and 4 in new version.

√ Coherence
Removed title from original slide 3. Students don’t need to know it’s the summer diet.

My initial goals for improving PowerPoint

√ Signaling

1. Use visual registers as much as possible

Added slide 5, which is a more significant (and new to students) case of evolution from the paper to help drive the learning goal home more firmly

•Brain has separate visual and verbal input registers
•Each only hold about 7 items

2. Decrease writing per slide to decrease cognitive
overload

New goals after attending Bill Cerbin’s
workshop Science of Learning for Teachers
and reading Mayer RE, 2014.
Coherence – Eliminate extraneous material

Added slide 6 in new version, which emphasizes the learning goal at the end rather than at beginning

Disadvantages in New Version
Extraneous text added to slides 4 and 5 with the reference and journal title.
Rationale for leaving: I downloaded the slides from PNAS; so, I felt compelled to include their required citation. In addition, I want students to start learning the importance of referencing
literature.

Example 2: Excerpted from 20 slides on chemistry so there is not good continuity of the story
Student Learning Goal:
1. Electrons are found in shells in atoms. 2. Atoms with shells that are not full try to fill those shells. 3.
Determining bond polarity

Original Slides

Signaling – Reorganize material so the presentation signals
meaning
Spatial Contiguity – Place text next to corresponding
graphics

Skip 3 slides

New Slides

Skip 5 slides
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√ Coherence

Slide 2 eliminated mass number. Slide 3 eliminated valence electrons. Slide 4 eliminated complicated chemistry.

√ Signaling Slide 3 and 4 converted to tables that allow students to organize information better.

